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Editorial
Bipolar disorder (BP) characterized by a dysregulation of mood,

impulsivity, risky behavior, and interpersonal problems, is a recurrent
and often chronic psychiatric illness. BP is the sixth leading cause of
disability-adjusted life years worldwide among persons aged 15 to 44
years [1]. It  is  associated  with  functional impairment  elevated suicide
rates, and utilization of mental health systems. The two most common
and severe subtypes are bipolar I disorder (BP-I) and bipolar II
disorder (BP-II). Although some researchers have questioned whether
BP-II is simply a milder form of BP-I or is a distinct disorder,
researchers have documented that BP-I and BP-II have different
etiologies, including genetics, variation, and characteristics during the
course of the illness [2]. Long-term follow-ups show that patients with
BP-II have a more chronic course, more mood episodes, more major
and minor depressive episodes, and shorter inter-episodes, which last
longer than those of patients with BP-I [3]. The lifetime prevalence rate
of BP-I is about 2.4% [4] while BP-II has been perceived as a common
disorder with a prevalence of approximately 3-11% [5]. However, BP,
and especially BP-II, is commonly under-recognized, even in
psychiatric settings [6]. As many as more than 40% of patients with BP
are initially misdiagnosed, and it may take years before those patients
receive a correct diagnosis and appropriate treatment [7]. In our
previous study, we found that the misdiagnosis rate of different
subtypes of BP is much higher in Taiwan than in Western countries
[8]. The current DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for BP-I and BP-II are the
same except for different durations of hypomania and manic episodes:
for BP-I it is more than 7 days and for BP-II more than 4 days [9]. This
may also account for the difficulty in differentiating BP-I and BP-II and
for the frequent misdiagnosis of BP-II. Even when correctly diagnosed,
fewer than 50% patients are successfully treated [10], and 10-15% may
eventually die as a result of suicide.

Bipolar disorder as a neurodegenerative disease
Evidences suggest that neuronal degeneration may relate to the

etiology and progression of bipolar disorder. Imaging studies suggested
that ongoing neuronal atrophy accompanies the disorders. PET images
of the cerebral blood flow and the rate of glucose metabolism, both
indicative of brain activity, detected a reduced activity in the subgenual
prefrontal cortex during the bipolar depression. This decrement in
activity in part corresponds to a reduction of cortical volume.
Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrating the reduced mean volume
on grey matters. In BP, abnormalities of the third ventricle, frontal

lobe, cerebellum, and possibly the temporal lobe are also noted. These
observations suggested a neuronal dysfunction and possibly neuronal
loss may be involved in the pathogenesis of BP [11, 12]. Therefore, BP
might represent a neuro-degeneration disease. In addition, BP may be
associated with induction of a lot of endotoxins and exotoxins which
might increase neurotoxins as well as decrease of neurotrophic factors
due  to  overactivate  microglial  cell  and  inhibit  astroglia   cell. Those
effects may induce pro-inflammatory factors such as TNF-α, C-reactive
protein, interleukins, etc. and decrease BDNF etc. which will cause
neuron damage or necrosis. The vicious cycle will lead to progressive
worsening of the disease.

Treatment for BP-II: Beyond mood stabilizer or
antipsychotics

While the pharmacological guidelines for treatment are well
established [13], treatment for BP remains less than ideal, especially
BP-II  before  2000,  not only BP-II has been misdiagnosed but scholars
also wonder whether BP-II need treatment [5]. Most individuals still
have breakthrough episodes or significant residual symptoms while on
medication. In addition, functional deficits often remain even when
patients are in remission. Moreover, most BP-II patients are newly
diagnosed who have not taken any mood stabilizer or antipsychotics in
the past. Because many patients with BP remain symptomatic even
when fully adherent to their medication regimens, greater
understanding of the pathogenesis of this illness and novel treatment
modality other than current regimen of mood stabilizers and
antipsychotics is needed. In our studies, we found that after adequate
treatment, the BP-II had better functional improvement than the BP-I
while excluding comorbidities, such as substance abuse [14].

Novel treatment model: Memantine as an anti-inflammatory
and neuroprotective agents

Memantine used to be recognized as a noncompetitive N-methyl-D-
aspartate receptor antagonist. We found that memantine may inhibit
brain inflammatory response through its action on neuroglial cells and
provide neurotrophic effect. Mechanistic studies revealed that the high
potency of small dosage of memantine is due to its dual actions: an
anti-inflammatory effect by reducing the activity of microglia and an
increase in the release of neurotrophic factors, such as BDNF, GDNF
by astroglia [15] (For Hung-Ming Wu, Jau-Shyong Hong, Ru-Band
Lu*. US Patent 2009-0118376 A1. May 07, 2009). We found that even
1/100 dosage of memantine (0.2 mg/kg) may be effective in opioid
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addictive behavior in rat by conditioned place preference [16]. Our
clinical study was conducted that patients with VPA + memantine (5
mg/day) or VPA + placebo. Treating bipolar II with VPA + memantine
may improve the plasma TNF-α level. However, adding-on memantine
may not appear improve clinical symptoms. But the HDRS score
changes were significantly associated with IL-6 and IL-1 level changes
and changes in YMRS score changes with TNF-α level changes [17].
Thus, adding anti-inflammatory neuroprotective agents to the therapy
might represent a better treatment paradigm for those patients.

Dextromethorphan and Neuroprotective Effects
Dextromethorphan (DM) has been used as an antitussive drug with

little side effect for more than 50 years in clinics [18]. Liu et al. have
reported that DM protects dopamine (DA) neurons against
inflammation-mediated degeneration [19]. The mechanism of the
neuroprotective effects of DM is associated with the inhibition of
microglia activation but not with its N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor antagonist property. The evidence of benefits on auto-immune
system with DM supports that DM as add-on therapy to valproic acid
(VPA) might be more effective than VPA alone on the improvement of
neuron degeneration in bipolar disorders. Our preliminary result
suggested that DM might be effective in the treatment of BP patients.
In addition, low plasma levels of DM (5-100 ng/ml) found in these
patients suggested that this beneficial effect of DM is not mediated
through the blockade of NMDA receptors. Instead, the anti-
inflammatory and neuroprotective actions may underlie the add-on
therapeutic effect of DM to mood stabilizers in BP patients [20]. Our
clinical  studies  have  indicated  that  patients  taking  30-60 mg/day of
DM showed a plasma DM concentrations of about 10-30 ng/ml (28-84
nM) which may not affect in NMDA receptor. The same low dose of
DM causes a significant anti-inflammatory as well as a BDNF-
increasing effect in bipolar disorder patients. (Use of
Dextromethorphan in Treating Addictive Behavior or Bipolar
Disorder. PATENT NUMBER: US 5,785,472 (07/22/2014). Patent for
Ru-Band Lu.)

IL-6 and IL-1 level  changes  and  changes  in  YMRS  score  changes
with TNF-α level changes [16].

The anti-inflammation and neuroprotection may play one of
important role of therapeutic perspective in BP and other major
mental illness.
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